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Love + Science =  
The only fact-based book to take men and 
women from before-you-meet until you 
commit, Love Factually blends heart, 
soul--and science. In a genre long on 
opinion and short on proof, Love 
Factually puts all the evidence in your 
corner for the most important and 
daunting task of our lives: finding and 
keeping The One. 

After a breakup ne

"Finally we have a research-based guide for 

how to sensibly select a partner.  A must read 
for all those of us seeking a lasting love."  

 ~Dr. John Gottman, author of The Seven 
Principles for Making Marriage Work 

  
"This book is a ray of hope in a world of 

cynicism.  Even better, it's hope founded on 
fact." 

~Susan Page, author of If I'm So Wonderful, 
Why Am I Still Single?  

  
"Love Factually is a great book.  It's anchored 

in solid science." 
~David M. Buss, Ph.D., author of The 

Evolution of Desire: Strategies of Human 
Mating 
 

"Love Factually is a real treat: a smart, funny 
page-turner, full of heart and based on the 

best science."  
~Dr. Linda J. Waite, author of The Case for 

Marriage 

  
 

For translation rights inquiries, please contact Sylvia at the Sylvia Hayse Literary Agency, LLC, 
Eugene, Oregon, USA, email sylvia@sylviahayseliterary.com, phone  +1.541.404.3127 
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Spanish, Polish, Japanese, and 
Vietnamese world rights sold 

Dr. Duana Welch (pronounced DWAY-nah) is known for 
using social science to solve real-life relationship issues. 

She has been a professor at universities in Florida, 

California, and Texas across 20 years, and has contributed 

to NPR, PBS, LA Talk Radio, Redbook, Time, Maria 
Shriver, The Daily Mail, Huffington Post, XO Jane, 

Psychology Today, eHarmony, Plenty of Fish, redOrbit and 

numerous other outlets, podcasts and videos. Her first 

book, Love Factually: 10 Proven Steps from I Wish to I Do, 
is now out globally in five languages. Love Factually for 

Single Parents [& Those Dating Them] is the second book 

in the series, coming out on January 7, 2019. Both books 

rely on science rather than opinion to help men and 
women find and keep the right partner. Her client practice 

is global, via Skype and other technologies. Thanks to 

science and Vic Hariton, she is happily married. For more 

information and free content, see www.LoveFactually.co. 
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